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ABSTRACT
Service discovery is crucial in the development of fully
decentralized computational grids. Among the significant
amount of work produced by the convergence of peer-
to-peer (P2P) systems and grids, a new kind of overlay
networks, based on prefix trees (a.k.a., tries), has emerged.
In particular, the Distributed Lexicographic Placement
Table (DLPT) approach is a decentralized and dynamic
service discovery service. Fault-tolerance within the DLPT
approach is achieved through best-effort policies relying
on formal self-stabilization results. Self-stabilization
means that the tree can become transiently inconsistent,
but is guaranteed to autonomously converge to a correct
topology after arbitrary crashes, in a finite time. However,
during convergence, the tree may not be able to process
queries correctly. In this paper, we present some simula-
tion results having several objectives. First, we investigate
the interest of self-stabilization for such architectures.
Second, we explore, still based on simulation, a simple
Time-To-Live policy to avoid useless processing during
convergence time.
KEYWORDS: Overlay Schemes, Fault-Tolerance, Time-
To-Live, Self-Stabilization.
1. INTRODUCTION
Grids connecting geographically distributed computing re-
sources have become a low cost alternative to supercom-
puters. The convergence of communities of grid comput-
ing and peer-to-peer systems has produced numerous de-
signs to make grid middleware for fully decentralized plat-
forms. One crucial point in the design of such systems is
the service discovery [18]. More specifically, the need for
∗Partially funded by ANR (Agence Nationale de la Recherche)
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flexibility and complexity in the service discovery process
led to the emergence of a new kind of overlays, based on
tries, a.k.a., prefix trees. These architectures usually sup-
port range queries, automatic completion of partial search
strings and extend to multi-attribute queries.
The Distributed Lexicographic Placement Table (DLPT)
approach [4, 6] is one of them, providing dynamic load
balancing [5] and formal guarantees for fault tolerance [3],
while most fault-tolerance for structured peer-to-peer net-
works rely on replication mechanisms, like [11]. Repli-
cation can be very costly in terms of computing and stor-
age resources and does not ensure the recovery of the sys-
tem after arbitrary transient failures (memory corruption,
network disconnection, etc.). Within DLPT, an alterna-
tive best-effort approach, based on the self-stabilization
paradigm [8], is used. A self-stabilizing system, regardless
of the initial state of the processes and initial messages in
network links, is guaranteed to converge to its intended be-
havior in finite time. The convergence of self-stabilization
and P2P networks is recent [10]. Self-stabilization is more
powerful than classical approaches of stabilization for in-
stance used in DHTs like Chord [17] in the sense that it
formally ensures the convergence to a correct configuration
starting from an arbitrary state.
In our context, self-stabilization is a best effort approach
starting after replication has failed, and the tree topology
has become inconsistent (disconnected topology, cycles,
wrong prefix relationship, etc.). The DLPT approach au-
tonomously converge to a correct topology, after arbitrary
crashes. However, during the convergence to a consistent
topology, the tree may not be able, according to its cur-
rent state, to process service discovery queries correctly,
the algorithm to route queries being designed to run in a
correct topology. In particular, queries may traverse cy-
cles infinitely and never reach their destination. This prob-
lem can be easily addressed by introducing Time-To-Live
(TTL) mechanisms to avoid useless overhead when pro-
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cessing queries in a faulty topology. The objective of the
paper is twofold, based on results from intensive simula-
tions: (i) show the relevance of using a self-stabilizing ap-
proach in such a context; and (ii) introduce and experiment
simple TTL strategies to reduce the overhead during con-
vergence.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows. Sec-
tion 2 presents the DLPT architecture and its related works.
Section 3 deals with the self-stabilizing mechanisms pro-
vided by the DLPT and details the needs for a TTL mech-
anism during the convergence period. Section 4 provides
the set of simulation results obtained and their interpreta-
tion for the targeted context. Finally, Section 5 concludes.
2. P2P SERVICE DISCOVERY
Early DHTs [14, 17] were the first step towards P2P re-
source discovery. Some researches went then into finding
ways to improve the retrieval process over such networks,
like introducing multi-attribute range queries [2, 15, 16].
A new kind of overlay, based on tries, has emerged. Trie-
structured approaches outperform others in the sense that
logarithmic (or constant if we assume an upper bound on
the depth of the trie) latency is achieved by parallelizing
the resolution of the query in several branches of the trie.
For instance, Skip Graphs [1] are similar to a trie, and are
built based on skip lists. More specifically based on prefix
trees, Prefix Hash Tree [13] and P-Grid [7] were then intro-
duced. PHT builds a prefix tree over the data set on top of
a DHT. The tree is used as an upper logical layer allowing
complex searches on top of any DHT-like network. P-Grid
builds a trie on the whole key-space, each leaf correspond-
ing to a subset of the key-space.
The Distributed Lexicographic Placement Table
(DLPT) [4, 6] is based on a distributed prefix tree
dynamically growing as services are declared by servers,
as illustrated by Figure 1 giving an example of a tree
growing with three services being sequentially declared:
DGEMM, DTRSM and DTRMM from the BLAS library. The
structure used is a particular prefix tree called Proper
Greatest Common Prefix (PGCP) tree, defined as follows:
Definition 1 (PGCP Tree). A Proper Greatest Common
Prefix Tree is a labeled rooted tree such that the follow-
ing properties are true for every node of the tree: (i) The
node label is a proper prefix of any label in its subtree. (ii)
The greatest common prefix of any pair of labels of children
of a given node are the same and equal to the node label.
A constant upper bound on both the degree of nodes and
the depth of the tree can be assumed in such structures.
Service registration is achieved by a server by issuing a
registration query which can be sent to any node in the
tree. The query is then routed inside the tree according
Figure 1. Construction of the prefix tree within DLPT.
to the name of the service to its destination, i.e., the node
labeled with this name. This node stores the information
on the set of services registered under this name. If such
a node does not exist, the query reaches the node with the
label closest to this name, that triggers the creation of such
a node. Tree nodes are dynamically, and in a decentral-
ized way, distributed over the set of peers of the underly-
ing network, as detailed in [5]. Service discovery queries
are routed similarly. As PHT and P-Grid, DLPT can ef-
ficiently process partial search string and more generally
range queries. DLPT adopts load balancing mechanisms
that take into account the heterogeneity of the capacity of
peers and the dynamic evolution of the popularity of ser-
vices requested. These load balancing mechanisms used in
DLPT were inspired by load balancing techniques used in
DHTs, and have shown interesting performances in DLPT
context [5].
3. FAULT TOLERANCE IN DLPT
As previously mentioned, one key feature of the DLPT
compared to traditional P2P networks is self-stabilization.
The topology is guaranteed to converge to a correct prefix
tree, whatever the set of faults (fail stop or transient failures
affecting communication, memory, etc.) raised in the sys-
tem. We can discern two main types of errors addressed by
the repair mechanism:
Memory corruption. Each node, to be able to decide the
next routing step for a given query, maintains the informa-
tion related to its neighbors (parent and children), serving
as a routing table. This routing table is variable and then
may be corrupted. For instance, a node p may consider q
as one of its child while q considers r ̸= p as its parent.
More simply, the corruption may affect copies of labels:
one node may believe that its parent p is labeled by a given
string sp while in fact, the real label of p (as stored in p
itself and incorruptible since constant) is lp ̸= sp.
Topology corruption. The topology itself may be cor-
rupted. For instance, after some arbitrary crashes, a node p
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whose label lp is prefixed by the label lq of one of its chil-
dren q, even if routing tables are consistent with the broken
topology (p considers q as a child, and q considers p as its
parent, even if it should not be, according to Definition 1.)
3.1. Repair Algorithm
The algorithm uses the generic message passing paradigm.
The convergence to a global property (to the topology of
Definition 1) is achieved through a protocol constantly run-
ning on the nodes of the tree, detecting and repairing poten-
tial local inconsistencies in the tree resulting from failures.
We now summarize this protocol. The protocol addresses
both types of failures previously described. The first type of
errors is addressed by simple ping-like messages contain-
ing their label exchanged between neighbors. The second
type of errors, i.e., affecting the topology itself, is based on
the periodic execution of an algorithm on each node of the
topology. This is a two-phases process, illustrated by Fig-
ure 2 from an initial faulty configuration (a) to the correct
topology (f ).
Figure 2. Self-Stabilizing DLPT protocol.
First phase: checking my parent. The first phase deals
with parent maintenance and ensures that, eventually, the
tree is a rooted connected tree. Let us consider a node p.
We discern two cases: (1) If the label of p is the empty
string, denoted ϵ, (see steps (d) and (e) on Figure 2), p
tries to connect to another node q, also labeled ϵ. On Fig-
ure 2(d − e), ϵ1, root of the left tree, discovers ϵ2, root of
the right tree). q (ϵ2 then becomes a child of p (ϵ1). p and
q then exchange some messages in order for q to update its
parent’s value. Since p and q are labeled identically, they
will eventually merge, thus reducing the number of roots
by one. (The merge process is explained below). (2) If p is
not labeled by ϵ, a new node labeled ϵ is artificially created
as the parent of p. On Figure 2(a−b), the nodeAB creates
the ϵ2 node). The new node will, in a finite time, on its turn,
execute the periodic rule, satisfying the previous case.
Second phase: checking my children. The second
phase ensures that eventually, every set of children satisfies
the definition of a PGCP tree (see Definition 1). This phase
consists of three parts, each one addressing three possible
inconsistencies affecting the set of children of one node p:
(1) The set of children of p contains a node q whose la-
bel is the label of p. In this case, p and q must merge.
This is solved by transferring information through a set of
messages between p and q (on Figure 2(e − f), ϵ1 and ϵ2
finally merge). (2) One child q1 prefixes another child q2
of p. In this case, the proper greatest common prefix of the
labels of q1 and q2 is equal to the label of q1. However,
the greatest common prefix, according Definition 1, must
be the label of p. By exchanging particular messages, q2
then becomes the child of q1. On Figure 2, step (c), node
ABEA becomes the child of node ABE. (3) There exists
a pair (q1, q2) among the children of p such that the great-
est common prefix g of their labels is greater than p’s label.
A new node must then be created, labeled by g, that will be
the child of p and the common parent of q1 and q2. In Fig-
ure 2(d), node ABD is created. A detailed description and
a comprehensive proof of this algorithm is provided in [3].
3.2. TTL Requirements
Introducing a TTL parameter for messages traveling
through a network generally has one of two possible goals.
The first is a performance requirement. For instance, in pi-
oneering unstructured P2P networks such as KaZaA [12],
searches are performed through crawling the network. Be-
cause, the diameter of the network is too high to be entirely
scanned without making the performance of the platform
collapse, a TTL limits the scope of the searches.
The second main purpose of TTL is to prevent messages
from entering endless loops in case of a damaged network
topology. This concept is widely used in logical as well
as physical networks protocols. Many protocols, as com-
mon as the TCP/IP protocol, assigns Time-To-Live values
to each data packet. In such networks, it is hard to choose
an adequate TTL value: one that is big enough to allow
messages to reach their destination and small enough to still
be effective in killing stray messages.
In our case, we have to include a Time-To-Live in case of
a broken prefix tree. The original key based routing algo-
rithm used in DLPT for searches assumes the validity of the
tree [4]. While a request is ensured to reach its destination
in a finite time in a valid topology, we have no idea of how
requests will traverse the tree when prefix relationships are
not respected, even in the case where there is no cycles in
the topology. It is not proved that the request is prevented
from entering a cycle of forwarding steps. For instance,
if routing tables are corrupted, a request may traverse the
same subtree up and down, infinitely. If some loops appear
in the topology, this will naturally lead to more cycles in
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the processing of requests, in particular when these loops
are combined with routing table corruptions.
The particular nature of our network topology allows us to
experimentally estimate adequate TTL values. The basic
reason for this is the fact that the depth of a prefix tree has
a higher bound imposed by the length of the keys it is built
from. Studying the performance of queries under different
faulty topologies and different types of keys aims to help
choosing an adequate TTL value for our system. This study
is showcased in the experiments of the next section.
4. SIMULATION RESULTS
The experiments presented here were performed on the
self-stabilizing PGCP tree structure introduced in Sections
2 and 3 and presented in greater depth in [3]. Our goals
were to capture the performance of the self-stabilizing al-
gorithm under different dynamic settings, test the reaction
of the system to the introduction of a TTL parameter and
empirically find an appropriate value for it.
4.1. Experimental Set-up
The prefix tree and self-stabilization algorithm are imple-
mented in a message-passing discrete-time simulator1 us-
ing the Python programming language. A simulation run
can be broken down into three major phases.
First, a graph structure with inconsistent links contain-
ing randomly picked node labels of a given type is gen-
erated. The following four types of keys were consid-
ered: (i) strings of random alphanumeric characters; (ii)
common service names, e.g., S3L mat mult from the
S3L library of SUN); (iii) network addresses, for instance
fr.grid5000.orsay.node1. Note that we use the re-
verse notation in order to allow automatic completion of
partial addresses, e.g., in a request issued from a user wish-
ing to collect the addresses from the fr.grid5000.orsay
cluster); and (iv) Unix-like file system paths, for instance
/usr/local/bin/emacs. Second, The self-stabilization
algorithm is applied on the generated graph, resulting in a
valid prefix tree structure. Finally, a discrete time counter is
started and incremented for a finite number of steps while
at each time step random errors and queries are introduced
in the prefix tree. Throughout the entire length of the simu-
lation, the self-stabilization algorithm is constantly running
and sending messages in an attempt to correct the errors in-
troduced.
Note that the simulator only operates at the logical level of
the prefix tree structure. The actual mapping of overlay tree
nodes to physical peers in the system is not handled at this
level, and our assumption is that one physical peer will host
several logical tree nodes.
1See http://www-sop.inria.fr/members/Cedric.Tedeschi/software.html
4.2. Self-Stabilization Performance
The time and number of messages required to achieve con-
vergence to a correct topology are presented in Figure 3
and Figure 4. They both depend on the size of the tree,
which is heavily influenced by the lexical structure of its
keys. A prefix tree constructed from keys that exhibit a
large number of common prefixes will have a greater depth
than one constructed from very dissimilar keys. Moreover,
the first tree is likely to contain a larger number of nodes,
since a significant number of intermediary nodes will be in-
troduced in order to preserve the two properties defining a
PGCP tree (refer to Definition 1).
Figure 3. Convergence Time and Key Type.
Figure 4. Amount of Messages and Key Type.
Both the time and number of messages required increase
with the number of nodes. Notice however that the number
of nodes featured on the x-axis of the two figures represents
the size of the initial graph. This size does not coincide
with the size of the PGCP tree that will be obtained, as
this tree contains an arbitrary number of intermediate nodes
introduced to preserve its properties.
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Results indicate that random character keys lead to a bet-
ter self-stabilization performance both in terms of time and
messages, a consequence directly linked to the size and
depth of the tree. However, encountering such keys in
a real P2P system is unlikely. The most realistic case is
that of keys representing common service names, in which
the self-stabilization algorithm consistently performs bet-
ter than in the cases of network addresses and file-system
paths. The motivation is that the final two categories pro-
vide lexically structured labels by definition, while com-
mon service names only exhibit a coincidental structure
(for instance, when a service provider labels its services
starting with the same initials). The number of time steps
required for stabilization seems to grow linearly but slowly
with the number of nodes. Regarding the number of mes-
sages generated, the curves suggest that a really large
number of messages are required. However, the abso-
lute increase observed in the number of messages passed
coincides with an increase in the number of nodes and
links sharing these message loads, suggesting an accept-
able communication overhead.
4.3. Query Satisfaction
The experiments in this category are meant to study the dy-
namic behaviour of the system. There are different parame-
ters that influence this behaviour, namely (1) the total num-
ber of errors introduced, (2) the distribution of errors over
time, (3) the depth of the PGCP tree, and (4) the Time-To-
Live of each query (i.e., search for a key in the tree). The
experiments were performed by launching a fixed number
of queries at each time step of the simulation. A query that
reached its destination in the tree was counted towards the
successful query count of the step in which it was launched.
The results were quantified by associating a Satisfaction
Rate to each step of the simulation, defined as: Qsuccessful
Qsent
where Qsuccessful denotes the number of queries sent at
the current time step that reach their destination and Qsent
denotes the total number of queries sent at the current time
step. Three error distribution models were taken into con-
sideration: (1) Periodical errors, (2) Completely random er-
rors, and (3) Poisson-distributed errors. The PGCP tree was
built from 150 labels representing service names, introduc-
ing a total of 120 errors according to different distributions
throughout 60 time steps of execution.
Periodical errors. In this scenario, errors were intro-
duced in the PGCP tree periodically: 12 errors were in-
troduced every 6th time step. As shown in Figure 5 and
Figure 6, the evolution of the satisfaction rate in time is
relatively constant. However, for a TTL value of 5, the sat-
isfaction rate remains quite small, while for a TTL value of
10 it approaches 1 (where almost all queries are satisfied).
Naturally, for small TTL values queries do not manage to
travel for a sufficient distance in the tree to reach their des-
tination, even if that destination is available.
Randomly distributed errors. Although they are a good
proof of concept, periodical errors are not close enough
to what happens in a real system, where the exact times
at which nodes become available or unavailable are non-
deterministic. In view of this, the experiments were re-
peated with errors introduced at random time steps. The
satisfaction rates related to TTL values are similar to the
ones obtained with periodical errors, with slightly larger
spikes on the plots due to a less even distribution of er-
rors over time. Reasonable satisfaction rates are still only
achieved for a Time-To-Live value of 10.
Poisson distributed errors. A practical and widely en-
countered distribution of stochastic events is the Poisson
distribution, defined by the equation: P (r) = e
−µµr
r!
. It
represents the probability of r events happening in unit
time, with an event rate of µ. We consider the distribu-
tion to represent the probability of an inconsistency occur-
ring in the PGCP tree during the time span of a simulation.
The average value of the distribution, µ, is set to half the
number of time steps in the simulation. This way, most
inconsistencies are generated in the middle of a test run.
For a TTL value of 5, the satisfaction rate remains below
0.4 and the Poisson pattern does not reflect in the plots,
proving that the satisfaction rate is reduced because of the
TTL value, and not because of the errors. Instead, for a
value of 10, the impact of errors on the satisfaction rate can
be clearly observed. Satisfaction drops from a value close
to 1 as soon as most the errors arrive (around the Poisson
distribution mean value). Then, as the number of errors
decreases, query satisfaction starts to increase again.
Figure 5. Satisfaction Rate for TTL=5.
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Figure 6. Satisfaction Rate for TTL=10.
4.4. Values for TTL
We have already established that small values for TTL lead
to low satisfaction rates. This comes from the fact that, in-
dependently from the inconsistencies of the topology, too
few hops prevent from sufficiently exploring the tree. How-
ever, using very large values is not practical, as queries that
have no solution in the tree will live longer than necessary.
In fact, there is a threshold TTL value above which the sat-
isfaction rate does not improve significantly and which is
large enough to allow queries that can be solved to reach
their destination. Our experiments have focused on find-
ing this threshold for different types of labels, given the
fact that the trie depth is constantly subject to change and
thus less feasible as an upper bound for the TTL value. The
PGCP tree was built from a number of 120 labels represent-
ing service names and errors were introduced according to
the Poisson distribution. The only difference between the
two experiments presented in this section is the nature of
the labels. The results show an average satisfaction rate
for Time-To-Live values ranging between 0 and 30, defined
as Satisfaction Rate =
!
nb steps
1
SRi
nb steps
where SRi repre-
sents the satisfaction rate at time step i.
Random character labels. Because such labels are com-
pletely random strings of characters generated from a given
alphabet, the likelihood of any two keys having a common
prefix longer than a few characters is quite small. This
leads to a low depth of the tree, with many nodes having
no children at all (i.e., many leaf nodes) and with the root
node having many unrelated children. The consequence is
that the TTL values required for achieving a good average
query satisfaction rate remain small, since there are few
tree levels to traverse in search for a label. Interestingly, an
adequate value for the TTL parameter in this case can be
found around the value of 5. Remember that in the previ-
ous section this value was shown to be inadequate for keys
representing service names. Also, the TTL value proves to
be independent of the total number of errors introduced, as
all the three plots in Figure 7 display similar shapes.
Common service name labels. The labels were picked
randomly from a list of about 1000 known service denom-
inations. Overall, the satisfaction rates are smaller than
in the case of random character keys. This is justified by
the greater height of the tree when service labels are used,
which allows errors to occur at different levels, cutting
off entire sub-trees instead of a single leaf, as opposed to
the case of random character labels, where errors are most
likely to affect leaf nodes (their number exceeds the num-
ber of non-leaf nodes). When considering service names as
keys, an appropriate value for the TTL parameter is found
around 9, as shown in Figure 8. Again, this threshold does
not fluctuate significantly when the total number of errors
introduced changes.
Figure 7. TTL and Random Labels.
Figure 8. TTL and Structured Labels.
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5. CONCLUSION
We have presented an experimental performance study of
a self-stabilizing prefix-tree based overlay network. We
have focused on self-stabilization performance and query-
delivery delay. Our results show that they are both heav-
ily influenced by the nature of the keys used to build the
tree, and that minimizing lexical structure optimizes con-
vergence time. Then, we have evaluated how a classical
TTL policy can improve the response time of a query in this
context. The appropriate value to be assigned to this param-
eter is again influenced by the nature of the keys. Globally,
a TTL value between 5 and 10 hops seems to be enough for
any key type.
Besides increasing the scale of the trees simulated, we have
started the development of a real middleware prototype
implementing DLPT concepts and its deployment on the
nation-wide Grid’5000 platform2. On the theoretical side,
superstabilization [9], that combines self-stabilization and
a fast recovery when only few failures occur, could be a
promising research line to find new formal guarantees of
availability in prefix-tree overlay networks.
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